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Liability of Waiver and Release for Adult Competitor 
 

Waiver of Liability: I recognize and understand that participation in sailing races 
organized by the Delavan Lake Sailing School, Inc., a Wisconsin non-stock 
corporation (“DLSS”) is voluntary, and that I incur risks by participation, including 
the possibility of death or injury.  In consideration of the acceptance of my entry 
in sailing races organized by the DLSS, I waive any and all claims, charges, 
losses and liabilities, including those caused by negligence of the DLSS, its 
landlord, The Delavan Lake Yacht Club, Inc. (“DLYC”) or other competitors, 
against the DLSS and DLYC, and hereby release from liability and hold harmless 
the DLSS and the DLYC, their respective members, officers, employees, and 
agents, and against any and all other competitors and volunteers, which may 
arise from, or in any way be in connection with, the practices or activities of the 
sailing races organized by the DLSS.  I am aware that the activities in the sailing 
races organized by the DLSS may involve maneuvering a boat on deep waters in 
potentially hazardous conditions, which may include, among other things, cold 
water temperature, strong winds and high waves, sudden and unexpected 
immersion in deep waters and collision with other watercraft or stationary objects, 
such as docks, pilings, and buoys.  I understand that I am responsible for my 
actions while participating in the sailing races organized by The DLSS.  I also 
agree that I am bound by the Racing Rules of Sailing, the rules of the DLSS and 
by all other rules that govern sailing and that are otherwise applicable to the 
DLSS.  I hereby expressly acknowledge that the DLYC is not involved in the 
organization or operation of the sailboat races contemplated herein, which shall 
be organized and operated by the DLSS and/or the University of Wisconsin-
Whitewater; and that I shall have an opportunity to utilize the grounds, buildings, 
piers, and other property of the DLYC only as an invitee of the DLSS.  I 
acknowledge that I am of the age of 18 years or older. 
 
Signature of Competitor accepting this waiver, release and hold harmless 
agreement: 
 
_________________________________________ Date: _________________ 
Signature 
 
_________________________________________ 
Print Name 
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